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Abstract
We study the three body radiative decay Bs → φK¯0γ by introducing the φK pair distribution
amplitudes (DAs) in the perturbative QCD approach. This nonperturbative inputs, the two
meson DAs, is very important to simplify the calculations. Besides the dominant electromagnetic
penguin operator O7γ , the subleading contributions from chromomagnetic penguin operator O8g,
quark-loop corrections and annihilation type amplitudes are also considered. We find that the
branching ratio for the decay Bs → φK¯0γ is about (9.26+1.79+3.12+0.64−1.61−3.86−0.49) × 10−8, which is much
smaller compared with that for the decay B0 → φK0γ. It is mainly because that the former decay
induces by b→ dγ with small CKM matrix element being proportional to λ3. The prediction for
the direct CP asymmetry is AdirCP (Bs → φK¯0γ) = (−4.1+0.4+1.7+0.2−0.6−1.2−0.1)%, which is well consistent
with the result from the U-spin symmetry approach. we also predict the Bs → φK¯0γ decay
spectrum, which exhibits a maximu at the φK invariant masss around 1.95 GeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, the B meson three body decays have attracted lots of attentions
both on experiments and theories. On the experimental side, many data for the three-
body B meson decays have been measured by different collaborations, such as Belle [1–5],
BaBar [6–9], which provide valuable information about complicated strong dynamics. Es-
pecially large regional CP violation in KKK,Kππ,KKπ, πππ final states [10–12] are
revealed. All of these have raised great interests and severe challenge to the theorists.
On the theoretical side, substantial progress on three-body B meson decays has been
made through the symmetry principles and factorization theorems. The former includes
Isospin, U-spin, flavor SU(3) symmetries and CPT invariance [13–17]. The later includes
the naive factorization [18–20], QCD factorization (QCDF) [21–28] and the perturbative
QCD approach [29–44]. It is noticed that the rigorous justification of these approach for
the three body decays is not yet available, so these approaches worked in the phenomen-
tological factorization. Compared with two-body decays, the three-body decays is much
more complicated because of receiving both nonresonant and resonant contributions. It
is difficult to separated them clearly [45]. Furthermore, the final state interactions (FSIs)
may be more significant in the three-body decays than those in the two-body decays.
Because there exist two distinct FSIs mechanisms. One is the interactions between the
meson pair in the resonant region associated with various intermediate states. The other
is the rescattering between the third particle (usually referred to as ”bachelor”) and the
pair of mesons. The most difficult for the three body decays is evaluation of the matrix
elements for B meson transition into two hadrons. Enormous number of diagrams will
need to be calculated if one evaluates directly the hard kernels for the three-body decays,
which contain two virtual gluons at lowest order. Fortunately, the region with the two
gluons being hard simultaneously is power suppressed and not important, which corre-
sponds to the central region of a Dalitz plot [28]. The dominant contributions come from
the kinematic region corresponding to edges of Dalitz plots, where the two light mesons
move almost parallelly. It is possible to catch the dominant contributions in a simple way
through introducing a new nonperturbative inputs, two-meson distribution amplitudes
[46–49]. This just is one crucial step for the perturbative QCD approach (PQCD) to
deal with the three-body B meson decays, which are simplified into the two-body decays.
The two-meson DAs (distribution amplitudes) describe the hadronization of two collinear
quarks, together with another two quarks popped out of the vacuum, into two collimated
mesons. For the PP system, the two-meson DAs from not only S wave [29–35] but also
P wave [36–42] have been studied and used widely in B meson decays. For V P system,
the two-meson DAs with more complicated structures are studied by few works [43, 44].
In view of the status aboutB meson three body decays, we would like to study the three
body radiative decay Bs → φK¯0γ in pQCD approach. In this decay, we can avoid the
aforementioned difficulties such as the entangled nonresonant and resonant contributions,
significant final-state interactions. At the same time, it provides a clean platform to
study the two-meson distribution amplitudes for the φK pair. Beacause, the similar
decay B → φKγ has been researched by experiments[1, 5, 6] and theories[43, 44]. These
studies shows that no clear evidence is found for the existence of a kaonic resonance
decaying to φK. In pQCD approach[44], the decay B → φKγ was studied by introducing
the two-meson DAs for the φK pair, where some parameters are extracted from the data
[50]. So it is meaningful to check if the φK pair DAs can be used in the decay Bs → φKγ
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to predict its branching ratio and direct CP violation.
The layout of this paper is as follows, we analyze the decay Bs → φK¯0γ using the
perturbative QCD approach in Section II. The numerical results and discussions are given
in Section III, where the theoretical uncertainties are also considered. The conclusions
are presented in the final part.
II. THE PERTURBATIVE CALCULATIONS
The effective Hamiltonian which includes flavor changing b → dγ transition is given
by [51]
Heff =
GF√
2
[∑
q=u,c
VqbV
∗
qd (C1(µ)O
q
1(µ) + C2(µ)O
q
2(µ))
−VtbV ∗td
∑
i=3∼8g
Ci(µ)Oi(µ)
]
+ h.c. (1)
Under the light-cone coordinates, the momentums of B meson and the φK pair can
be written as:
PBs =
MBs√
2
(1, 1, 0T ), P =
MBs√
2
(1, η, 0T ), (2)
where the parameter η = ω2/M2Bs with ω being the invariant mass of the φK pair. If we
define P1 and P2 as the momenta of the φ andK mesons, respectively, we have P = P1+P2,
with
P+1 = ζP
+, P−1 = [(1− ζ)η + r2φ]P+, P1T =
√
(ζω2 −m2φ)(1− ζ), (3)
P+2 = (1− ζ)P+, P−2 = (ζη − r2φ)P+, P2T = −P1T = −
√
(ζω2 −m2φ)(1− ζ). (4)
where ζ is the φ meson momentum fraction and the mass ratio rφ = mφ/mBs . The on-
shell condition P 21 = m
2
φ, P
2
2 = 0 is used to obtained P1T (2T ). The momentums of the
spectator quarks in Bs and K mesons can be defined as:
k1 = (0,
MBs√
2
x1,k1T ), k2 = (
MBs√
2
z, 0,k2T ). (5)
The momentum of the photon γ in the final state is written as P3 = (MBs/
√
2)(0, 1−η, 0T ).
The transverse polarization vectors of γ and φK pair are given as:
ǫ∗γ(±) =
(
0, 0,
1√
2
(∓1,−i)
)
, (6)
ǫ∗φK(±) =
(
0, 0,
1√
2
(±1,−i)
)
. (7)
The φK pair distribution amplitudes can be related to the φ and kaon distri-
bution amplitudes [52, 53] through calculating perturbatively the matrix elements
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〈φ(P1, ǫφ)K+(P2)|u¯(y−)Γs(0)|0〉, where Γ = γµγ5, σµνγ5, γ5, γµ, I represent the different
Lorentz structures. The matrix elements can be written as the products of the kinematic
factors with the corresponding form factors [43]:
〈φK¯0|s¯(y−)γµγ5d(0)|0〉 = Pµ
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·yφ‖(z, ζ, ω) + ωǫ
∗
Tµ
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·yΦa(z, ζ, ω), (8)
〈φK¯0|s¯(y−)σµνγ5d(0)|0〉 = −i
{
(ǫTµP1ν − ǫTνP1µ)
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·yφT (z, ζ, ω)
+
2
ω
(P1µP2ν − P1νP2µ)
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·yΦ3(z, ζ, ω)
}
(9)
〈φK¯0|s¯(y−)γ5d(0)|0〉 = ω
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·yΦp(z, ζ, ω), (10)
〈φK¯0|s¯(y−)γµd(0)|0〉 = i ω
P · n− ǫµνρσǫ
ν
TP
ρnσ−
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·yΦv(z,ζ,ω), (11)
〈φK¯0|s¯(y−)Id(0)|0〉 = 0. (12)
Some explanations are in order. The perturbative calculation is only in order to obtain
the ζ dependence of the φK pair distribution amplitudes, which arises from the Lorentz
structure of the associated hadronic matrix element, irrespective of whether the form
factor is nonperturbative. To obtain the upper expansions, the following approximations
to the kinematic factors have been used
(P1 − P2)µ ≈ (2ζ − 1)Pµ, (13)
ǫTµ(φ)P1ν − ǫTν(φ)P1µ ≈ ζ(ǫTµPν − ǫTνPµ), (14)
2
ω
(P1µP2ν − P1νP2µ) ≈ (2ζ − 1)(ǫLµPν − ǫLνPµ), (15)
2
ω
ǫµνρσǫ
ν
T (φ)P
ρ
1P
σ
2 ≈
ω
P · n− (2ζ − 1)σµνρσǫ
ν
TP
ρnσ−. (16)
Then the φK pair distribution amplitudes up to twist-3 can be given as [43]:
〈φK(P, ǫL)|u¯(y−)js(0)l|0〉 = 1√
2Nc
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·y
{
(γ5P/)ljφ‖(z, ζ, ω) + (γ5)ljωφp(z, ζ, ω)
+(γ5ǫ/LP/)ljφ3(z, ζ, ω)} , (17)
〈φK(P, ǫT )|u¯(y−)js(0)l|0〉 = 1√
2Nc
∫ 1
0
dzeizP ·y {(γ5ǫ/TP/)ljφt(z, ζ, ω) + (γ5ǫ/Tµ)ljω
×φa(z, ζ, ω) + i ω
P · n− ǫµνρσ(γ
µ)ljǫ
ν
TP
ρnσ−Φv(z, ζ, ω)
}
. (18)
where the transversely polarized distribution amplitudes can be expressed as the products
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of the time-like form facors F (ω) and the z, ζ- dependent functions:
φt(z, ζ, ω) =
3FT (ω)√
2Nc
z(1 − z)ζ, (19)
φa(z, ζ, ω) =
3Fa(ω)√
2Nc
z(1− z)
[
1 + a1C
3/2
1 (2z − 1)
]
, (20)
φv(z, ζ, ω) =
3Fv(ω)√
2Nc
z(1− z)(2ζ − 1). (21)
Here the z dependence of each DAs except φa is assumed to be asymptotic form z(1− z).
In order to make the φK pair DA φa a bit asymmetric, the first Gegenbauer moment
is included. For our considered decays, only the transverse components are used. It is
similar for the longitudinal polarized distribution amplitudes
φ‖(z, ζ, ω) =
3F‖(ω)√
2Nc
z(1 − z)(2ζ − 1), (22)
φp(z, ζ, ω) =
3Fp(ω)√
2Nc
z(1 − z), (23)
φ3(z, ζ, ω) =
3F3(ω)√
2Nc
z(1 − z)(2ζ − 1). (24)
Here the time-like form factors FT,2,v(ω) are used to define the normalization of different
twist distribution amplitudes,
FT,‖(ω) =
m2T‖
(ω −ml)2 +m2T‖
, (25)
Fa,v,p,3(ω) =
m0m
2
T‖
(ω −ml)3 +m0m2T‖
, (26)
where m0 ≈ 1.7GeV is the chiral scale and the threshold invariant mass ml = mφ +
mK . The parameters m‖ and mT are associated with the longitudinally and transversely
polarized φ meson. Both of them are expected to be few GeV [29] and can be determined
by fitting the measured branching ratios of τ → φKν and B → φKγ [50]. In the later
calculations, we set mT = m‖ = mT‖ = 3 GeV. To construct these form factors, these
two points must be considered: First, respecting the kinematic threshold of the decay
spectra, Fi(ml) = 1, i = T, ‖, a, v, p, 3; Second, the power behaviors of the form factors in
the asymptotic region with large ω satisfy FT,‖(ω) ≈ 1/ω2, Fa,v,p,3(ω) ≈ m0/ω3 [54, 55].
For the wave function of the heavy B meson, we take
ΦBs(x, b) =
1√
2Nc
(P/Bs +mBs)γ5φBs(x, b). (27)
Here only the contribution of Lorentz structure φBs(x, b) is taken into account, since
the contribution of the second Lorentz structure φ¯Bs is numerically small and has been
neglected. For the distribution amplitude φBs(x, b) in Eq.(27), we adopt the following
model:
φBs(x, b) = NBsx
2(1− x)2 exp[−M
2
Bsx
2
2ω2b
− 1
2
(ωbb)
2], (28)
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FIG. 1: Feynman Diagrams of electromagnetic penguin operator O7γ . A photon is emitted
through the O7γ operator, and one hard gluon is exchanged between an energy quark and the
spectator quark.
where ωb is a free parameter, we take ωb = 0.5± 0.05 Gev in numerical calculations, and
NBs = 63.7 is the normalization factor for ωb = 0.5.
The decay spectrum is written as:
dΓ
dω
= τBs
G2Fω|~P ||~P3|
64π3M3Bs
|M|2 = τBs
G2F
√
η(1− η)|M|2
256π3
, (29)
where the conditions |~P || ~P3| = M
2
Bs
4
(1−η), ω = √ηMBs are used. For simplicity, we define
the common factor F in each amplitude as
Fi =
GF eM
5
BsCF√
2π
Vi, (30)
where CF is color factor, and Vi as V
∗
ibVis. If both φK pair and γ are left-handed, the
explicit factorization formula from O7γ operator can be written as:
MR7γ = 4Fi(1− η)
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1) {Ee(ta)St(z)
[
√
η(2z − 1)(φa + φv)− (z + 1)φt]he(x1z, z, b1, b2)
−√η(φa + φv)Ee(tb)St(x1)he(x1z, x1 − η, b2, b1)} , (31)
where the hard scales are given as:
ta = max(
√
zMB,
√
βabMB, 1/b1, 1/b2), tb = max(
√
|η − x1|MB,
√
βabMB, 1/b1, 1/b2),(32)
and the hard function he in the amplitude is from the propagators of virtual quark and
gluon:
he(α, β, b1, b2) =
[
θ(β)K0(
√
βMBsb1) + θ(−β)i
π
2
H0(
√
−βMBsb1)
]
,
×{θ(b1 − b2) [θ(α)K0(√αMBsb1)I0(√αMBsb2)
+θ(−α) iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αMBsb1)J0(
√−αMBsb2)
]
+ (b1 ↔ b2)
}
. (33)
The Sudakov factor St(x) from the threshold resummation is parameterized as
St(x) =
21+2cΓ(3/2 + c)√
πΓ(1 + c)
[x(1 − x)]c, (34)
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with c = 0.4. The evolution factor is given as:
Ee(t) = αs(t) exp[−SBs(t)− SφK(t)] (35)
with the Sudakov exponents SBs(t), SφK(t) being given in Ref.[44]. Compared with
the left-helicity amplitude, the right-helicity amplitude is proportional to the ratio
rs = ms/mb which is obviously highly suppressed. ML7γ = 0 by neglecting the mass
of s quark.
If the hard gluon which is required to kick the soft spectator quark is generated from
the O8g operator, one can obtain four diagrams from O8g operator given in Fig.3. The
amplitudes for the first two diagrams are listed as:
MR,ab8g = 2Ft
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1) {QbEe(t′a)St(x1)(η − x1 − 1)
×[x1φt +√ηz(φa + φv)]he(αa, βab, b2, b1) +QsEe(t′b)St(z)
× [(x1 − 2z)φt + 3z√η(φa + φv)] he(αb, βab, b1, b2)} , (36)
MR,cd8g = 2FtQu(1− η)
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1) {Ee(tc)St(x1)
[(φa + φv)
√
η(x1 − z) + x1φt]he(αc, βcd, b2, b1)
−Ee(td)St(z) [3z√η × (φa + φv)− (x1 + 2η − 2− z)φt]
×he(αd, βcd, b1, b2)} , (37)
ML,ab8g = 2FtQs
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1) {Ee(t′b)St(x1)(1− z)
× [η(2x1 − z)φt − 3x1√η(φa − φv)] he(αb, βab, b1, b2)} , (38)
ML,cd8g = 2FtQu
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1) {Ee(tc)St(x1)
×(1− η) [η(x1 − z)φt + x1√η(φa − φv)] he(αc, βcd, b2, b1)
+Ee(td)St(z) [ηz(2x1 + η − 2z − 1)φt − 3√η(1− η)(z − x1)(φa − φv)]
×he(αc, βcd, b1, b2)} , (39)
where
αa = 1− η + x1, αb = z − 1, βab = x1z, (40)
αc = (1− η)x1, αd = −z(1 − η), βcd = (x1 − z)(1 − η), (41)
t′a = max(
√
αaMBs ,
√
βabMBs , 1/b1, 1/b2), (42)
t′b = max(
√−αbMBs ,
√
βabMBs , 1/b1, 1/b2), (43)
tc = max(
√
αcMBs ,
√
|βcd|MBs , 1/b1, 1/b2), (44)
td = max(
√−αdMBs ,
√
|βcd|MBs , 1/b1, 1/b2). (45)
There are two kinds of charm/up quark loop contributions specified as the type of photon
emission: Quark line photon emission and loop line photon emission. The former means
that a photon is emitted through the external quark lines (shown in Fig.3), the gauge
invariant c/u quark loop function combined with the b→ dg vertex is written as d¯γµ(1−
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FIG. 2: Feynman Diagrams of chromomagnetic penguin operator O8g. A hard gluon is emitted
through the O8g operator, and photon is emitted by bremsstrahlung of external quark lines.
γ5)Iµνb where the explicit formula Iµν is as follows [56]:
Iaµν =
gT a
2π2
(k2gµν − kµkν)
∫ 1
0
dx(1− x)
[
1 + log
m2i − x(1 − x)k2
t2
]
= −gT
2
8π2
(k2gµν − kµkν)
[
G(m2i , k
2, t)− 2
3
]
, (46)
where k is the gluon momentum andmi is the loop internal quark mass. The loop function
G is given as [57]:
G(m2i , k
2, t) = θ(−k2)2
3
[
5
3
+
4m2i
k2
− ln m
2
i
t2
+ (1 +
2m2i
k2
)
√
1− 4m
2
i
k2
ln
√
1− 4m2i /k2 − 1√
1− 4m2i /k2 + 1
]
+θ(k2)θ(4m2i − k2)
2
3
[
5
3
+
4m2i
k2
− ln m
2
i
t2
− 2(1 + 2m
2
i
k2
)√
4m2i
k2
− 1 arctan( 1√
4m2i /k
2 − 1)
]
+ θ(k2 − 4m2i )
2
3
[
5
3
+
4m2i
k2
− ln m
2
i
t2
+(1 +
2m2i
k2
)
√
1− 4m
2
i
k2
[
ln
1−
√
1− 4m2i /k2
1 +
√
1− 4m2i /k2
+ iπ
]]
. (47)
It is noticed that there is no singularity when we take the limit of k → 0, so we can neglect
kT components of k
2 in the loop function G. This kind contribution can be expressed as
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FIG. 3: Feynman Diagrams of quark line photon emission. The charm or up loop to gluon and
attach to the spectator quark line. A photon is emitted through the external quark lines.
follows:
MR,ab1i = FiQs
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1)
[
G(m2i ,−βabM2Bs , t′b)−
2
3
]
Ee(t
′
b)St(z)z [
√
η(2x1 − z)(φa + φv)− 3x1φt] he(αb, βab, b1, b2), (48)
ML,ab1i = Fi
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1)
√
η
{
Qb
[
G(m2i ,−βabM2Bs , t′a)−
2
3
]
×Ee(t′a)St(x1)z(1 + x1 − η) [x1(φa − φv) +
√
ηzφt] he(αa, βab, b2, b1)
+
[
G(m2i ,−βabM2Bs , t′b)−
2
3
]
x1(z − 1) [(x1 − 2z)(φa − φv) + 3√ηzφt]
×QsEe(t′b)St(z)he(αb, βab, b1, b2)} , (49)
MR,cd1i = FiQu
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1)(η − 1)
{[
G(m2i ,−βcdM2Bs , tc)−
2
3
]
×Ee(tc)St(x1)(η − 1) [√η(z − x1)(φa + φv)− x1φt]he(αc, βcd, b1, b2)
+G(m2i ,−βcdM2Bs , td)Ee(td)St(z) [3(η − 1)(z − x1)φt + (φa + φv)
×z√η(η + 2x1 − 1− 2z)] he(αd, βcd, b1, b2)} , (50)
ML,cd1i = FiQu
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2φBs(x1, b1)(η − 1)(x1 − z)
√
η {Ee(tc)St(x1)
×G(m2i ,−βcdM2Bs , tc) [
√
η(z − x1)φt − x1(φa − φv)]he(αc, βcd, b1, b2)
+G(m2i ,−βcdM2Bs , td)Ee(td)St(z) [3
√
ηzφt + (φa − φv)
×(2 + z − 2η − x1)] he(αd,−βcd, b1, b2)} , (51)
where the hard function and the hard scales have been defined in Eq.(33) and Eq.(40∼45),
respectively. When the photon is emitted from the c/u quark loop line (shown in Fig.4),
the b→ dgγ amplitude is expressed as [58–60]
A(b→ dgγ) = d¯γρ (1− γ5)
2
T abIµνρǫ
µ
γǫ
ν
g , (52)
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FIG. 4: Feynman Diagrams of loop line photon emission. The charm or up loop go to gluon
and attach to the spectator quark line. A photon is emitted through the quark loop line.
where the vertex function Iµνρ is defined as follows,
Iµνρ = A4 [(k · q)ǫµνρσ(qσ − kσ) + ǫνρστqσkτkµ − ǫµρστ qσkτqν ]
+A5
[
ǫµρστ q
σkτkν − k2ǫµνρσqσ
]
, (53)
A4 =
4i
3π2
eg
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
xy
x(1− x)k2 + 2xyq · k −m2i
, (54)
A5 =
4i
3π2
eg
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
x(1− x)
x(1− x)k2 + 2xyq · k −m2i
, (55)
where k is the gluon momentum and q is the momentum of the photon. The amplitudes
can be expressed as follows:
MR2i =
8Fi
3
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1φBs(x1, b1)Ee(t2)h
′
e(A,B, b1)
× (η − 1)z
xyz(1− η)M2Bs −m2i
{xy [√η(η + z − x1 − 1)(φa + φv) + (1 + 2x1 − η)φt]
−x(1 − x) [3x1φt +√η(z − 2x1)(φa + φv)]} , (56)
ML2i =
8Fi
3
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1φBs(x1, b1)Ee(t2)h
′
e(A,B, b1)
× (η − 1)z
xyz(1− η)M2Bs −m2i
{xy [√η(z − x1)(φa − φv)− 2ηzφt]
+x(1− x) [ηzφt +√ηx1(φa − φv)]} , (57)
where
A = x1z, B = x1z − y
1− xz(1− η) +
r2i
x(1− x) , (58)
t2 = max(
√
AMBs ,
√
|B|MBs , 1/b1), (59)
h′e(A,B, b1) = K0(
√
AMBsb1)−
[
θ(B)K0(
√
BMBsb1) + θ(−B)
iπ
2
H0(
√−BMBsb1)
]
,(60)
where the ratio r2i = m
2
i /M
2
Bs with mi being the c/u quark mass.
For the annihilation diagrams, there are three kinds of operators are used: Both b¯⊗ s¯
and d¯ ⊗ s are left-handed currents, denoted as LL; b¯ ⊗ s¯ is left-handed current and
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FIG. 5: Annihilation diagrams by tree and penguin operators. There are no hard gluons for
these cases because they belong the four Fermi interactions and do not include the spectator
quarks.
d¯ ⊗ s is right-handed current, denoted as LR; the third kind of current SP is from the
Fierz transformation of LR current. So the factorization formulae for these annihilation
diagrams are written as:
MR,LLann1 = 4
√
6ηeM3BsQs(1− η)Fvζ
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ ∞
0
b1db1φBs(x1, b1)Ea1(t
′
c)
×St(x1)K0(√αcMBsb1), (61)
ML,LLann1 = 4
√
6ηeM3BsFv(1− ζ)
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ ∞
0
b1db1φBs(x1, b1)St(x1) {Qb
×(η − x1 − 1)Ea1(ta′′)K0(√αaMBsb1)−Qsx1Ea1(t′c)K0(
√
αcMBsb1)} ,(62)
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MR,LRann1 = 4
√
6ηeM3BsQs(1− η)Fv(ζ − 1)
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ ∞
0
b1db1φBs(x1, b1)Ea1(t
′
c)
×St(x1)K0(√αcMBsb1), (63)
ML,LLann1 = −4
√
6ηeM3BsFvζ
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ ∞
0
b1db1φBs(x1, b1)St(x1) {Qb
×(η − x1 − 1)Ea1(ta′′)K0(√αaMBsb1)−Qsx1Ea1(t′c)K0(
√
αcMBsb1)} , (64)
MR,LLann2 = −ML,LRann2 = −2
√
6ηefBsM
3
Bs
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
b2db2(φa + φv)St(z) {QdEa2(t′′b )
×iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αbMBsb2)−Qsz
iπ
2
Ea2(t
′
d)H
(1)
0 (
√−αdMBsb2)
}
, (65)
ML,LLann2 = −MR,LRann2 = 2
√
6ηefBsM
3
Bs
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
b2db2(φa − φv)
{
iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αbMBsb2)
×(z − 1)QdEa2(t′′b )−Qs(η − 1)
iπ
2
Ea2(t
′
d)H
(1)
0 (
√−αdMBsb2)
}
St(z), (66)
MR,SPann2 = 4
√
6efBsM
3
Bs
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
b2db2φt
{
QdEa2(tb
′′)
iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αbMBsb2)
−Qs(η − 1)Ea2(t′d)
iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αdMBsb2)
}
St(z), (67)
ML,SPann2 = 4
√
6efBsM
3
Bs
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
b2db2φt
{
(1− z)ηQdEa2(tb′′) iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αbMBsb2)
+QsηzEa2(t
′
d)
iπ
2
H
(1)
0 (
√−αdMBsb2)
}
St(z), (68)
where the time-like form factor Fv is given in Eq.(26), the hard scales t
′′
a, t
′′
b , t
′
c, t
′
d and the
evolution factors Eann1, Eann2 are defined as:
t′′a = max(
√
αaMBs , 1/b1), t
′′
b = max(
√−αbMBs , 1/b2), (69)
t′c = max(
√
αcMBs , 1/b1), t
′
d = max(
√−αdMBs , 1/b2), (70)
Eann1(t) = αs(t) exp[−SBs(t)], Eann2(t) = αs(t) exp[−SφK(t)]. (71)
By combining these amplitudes from the different Feynman diagrams, one can get the
total decay amplitude for the decay Bs → φK¯0γ:
M i(Bs → φK¯0γ) = V ∗ubVusC2
(
Mj,ab1u +Mj,cd1u +Mj2u
)
+V ∗cbVcsC2
(
Mj,ab1c +Mj,cd1c +Mj2c
)
−V ∗tbVts
[
C7γMj7γ + C8g(Mj,ab8g +Mj,cd8g )
+(a4 − 1
2
a10)
(
Mj,LLann1 +Mj,LLann2
)
+ (a6 − a8
2
)Mj,SPann2
]
, (72)
where the combinations of the Wilson coefficients are defined as
a4 = C4 + C3/3, a6 = C6 + C5/3, (73)
a8 = C8 + C7/3, a10 = C10 + C9/3. (74)
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FIG. 6: Bs → φK¯0γ decay spectrum in the φK invariant mass.
III. THE NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The input parameters in the numerical calculations [50, 61] are listed as following:
fBs = 230MeV, τBs = 1.510× 10−12s,MBs = 5.3667GeV (75)
λ = 0.22506± 0.00050, A = 0.811± 0.026, ρ¯ = 0.124+0.019−0.018, (76)
η¯ = 0.356± 0.011. (77)
Using the input parameters and the wave functions as specified in this section and Sec.I,
it is easy to get the branching ratios for the decays Bs → φK¯0γ
Br(Bs → φK¯0γ) = (9.26+1.79+3.12+0.64−1.61−3.86−0.49)× 10−8, (78)
where the first error is from the Bs meson wave function shape parameter ωb = (0.5±0.05)
GeV, the second one is from the hard scale t from 0.5t to 2t (without changing 1/bi), and
the third one is from the Wolfenstein parameter A = 0.811± 0.026. It is noticed that the
result for the region with the φK invariant mass as large as 4 GeV is not reliable, and
the main contribution to the branching ratio is from the peak near the threshold value
for the φK invariant mass as shown in Fig.6. So the cut with MφK < 2.5 GeV is given
to the φK invariant mass. From the result, one can find that the main error are from
the scale-dependent uncertainty , which can be reduced only if the next-to-leading order
contributions are included. In the future, even if the high order corrections are considered,
the corresponding error is still large, it just reflects considerable nonperturbative effects.
Certainly, we chose a wider range for the hard scale from 0.5t to 2t. It is noticed that the
hard scale usually vary from 0.75t to 1.25t in pervious works.
We also predicted the Bs → φK¯0γ decay spectrum shown in Fig.6, which exhibits a
maximum at the φK invariant mass around 1.95 GeV.
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The direct CP asymmetry of the Bs → φK¯0γ is defined by
AdirCP (Bs → φKγ) =
Br(B¯0s → φK0γ)− Br(B0s → φK¯0γ)
Br(B¯0s → φK0γ) +Br(B0s → φK¯0γ)
(79)
We predict the direct CP asymmetry as:
AdirCP (Bs → φK¯0γ) = (−4.1+0.4+1.7+0.2−0.6−1.2−0.1)%, (80)
where the errors are the same with those in Eq.(78). The main error is still from the
hard scale t varying from 0.5t to 2t. The errors induced by the hadronic uncertainties,
such as the decay constants, the Gegenbauer moments and the shape parameter ωb, which
can be dropped out partly in the ratio. Similar conditions also occur in the direct CP
asymmetries of the Bs two body decays [63]. Some comments are in order:
• The branching ratio for the decay Bs → φK¯0γ is near 10−7 order, which can be
tested by the present running LHCb experiments. The ratio of the branching ratios
for the decays B → φK and B → φKγ is given as [50]
Br(B+ → φK+)
Br(B+ → φK+γ) =
(8.8+0.7−0.6)× 10−6
(2.7± 0.4)× 10−6 ∼ 3.3, (81)
Br(B0 → φK0)
Br(B0 → φK0γ) =
(7.3± 0.7)× 10−6
(2.7± 0.7)× 10−6 ∼ 2.7, (82)
(83)
For the decay Bs → φK¯0, it hasn’t been measured by experiment, while studied
by QCDF approach [62] and PQCD approach [63] and predicted as (2.7+7.4−2.5)× 10−7
and (1.6+1.0−0.5) × 10−7, respectively. Combined with our prediction we find that the
ratio
Br(Bs → φK¯0)
Br(Bs → φK¯0γ) ∼ 2.9 or 1.7, (84)
that is to say, the branching ratios of decays Bu,d,s → φK are larger than that of
corresponding one photon radiation decays about 1 ∼ 2 times.
• For the Bs → φK¯0γ decay, the nonresonant contributions are dominant, and the
resonant contributions from K1(1650), K2(1770) and K(1830) mesons through the
φK channel are expected to be negligible. Because the branching ratios of these
resonant mesons decaying into φK pair are not yet available. So this decay Bs →
φK¯0γ provides a clean test for the application of two-meson distribution amplitudes
to the B meson three-body decays. It is similar to the decay B → φKγ.
• For the decay Bs → φK¯0γ, the prominent feature of the decay spectra is the
enhancement near the threshold, which reaches the maximum at around mφK ∼
1.95GeV . Compared the decay spectra of the B0 → φK0γ channel, the peak po-
sition move toward the larger mφK region because Bs is heavier than B meson.
Indeed, the decay B0 → φK0γ spectrum exhibits a maximum at the φK invariant
mass around 1.8GeV [44]. However, the shapes of the differential decay rates for
the two decay channels should be very similar.
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• In the b → dγ process, although the dominant contribution to decay amplitudes
comes from the chiral-odd dipole operator O7γ , we also considered contributions
from O8g operator, the annihilation type amplitudes, especially O2 operator from
the quark loop corrections, which is necessary to induce the direct CP violation.
The CKM matrix element for the O7γ is V
∗
tbVtd ∼ λ3, while the tree operator O2
is either proportional to V ∗ubVud ∼ λ3 or V ∗cbVcd ∼ λ3. Then the tree contribution
is not suppressed and can give bigger direct CP asymmetries compared that of the
decay B0 → φK0γ. For the B0 → φK0γ decay, the CKM matrix for the O7γ and
tree operators are proportional to V ∗tbVts ∼ λ2 and V ∗ubVud ∼ λ4, respectively. The
difference between these two interfering amplitudes is large, so the corresponding
direct CP asymmetry is small [44].
• U-spin can connect b→ sγ and b→ dγ these two different kinds of weak decays by
exchange of d↔ s [64–66]. Using the U-spin symmetry and CKM unitarity relation
Im(V ∗ubVusVcdV
∗
cs) = −Im(V ∗ubVudVcdV ∗cd), (85)
one can obtain
|A(B¯0 → φK¯0γ)|2 − |A(B0 → φK0γ)|2 = |A(Bs → φK¯0γ)|2 − |A(B¯s → φK0γ)|2.(86)
Certainly, U-spin symmetry breaking is introduced through the form factors FB→φK
and FBs→φK . So we can expect that
AdirCP (Bs → φK¯0γ) ≈ AdirCP (B0 → φK0γ)
Br(B0 → φK0γ)
Br(Bs → φK¯0γ) . (87)
Combined the predictions for the decay B0 → φK0γ given in Ref.[44], one can find
this relation is well supported.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we calculate the branching ratio and the direct CP asymmtry for the de-
cay Bs → φK¯0γ, which induced by b→ dγ transition. In addition to the dominant eletro-
magnetic penguin operator, the subleading contributions including the chromomagnetic
penguin operator, quark-loop corrections and annihilation amplitudes are also calculated.
Compared with the decay B0 → φK0γ, the branching ratio for the decay Bs → φK¯0γ
is much smaller and less than 10−7 because of the smaller CKM element matrix be-
ing proportional to λ3. Although the subleading contribution from the the quark loop
corrections is small, it is necessary for the direct CP asymmetry, which is predicted as
(−4.1+0.4+1.7+0.2−0.6−1.2−0.1)%. These predictions can be well explained by using the U-spin asym-
metry approach when combined the results for the decay B0 → φK0γ. We also give the
shape of the differential decay rate, which is similar with that for the decay B0 → φK0γ
but with different peak position for the mφK . In the upper calculations, the two-meson
φK DAs are introduced to absorb the infrared dynamics in the φK pair, so the three-body
decay amplitude can be factorized, just similar to the two-body case, into the convolution
of the wave functions and hard kernels.
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